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A WASTEFUL, FUTILE SHAITAANI PROGRAMME OF MISCREANT MOLVIS

Once again a useless group of molvis dubbing themselves ‘Southern African Ulama Forum’, will
be gathering in Zimbabwe for a merrymaking futile talk-shop which signifies nothing but
israaf (waste),riya (show)
and
takabbur (pride),
all motivated by the evil of
Hubb-e-Jah (love for name, fame
and
aggrandizement).

The stupid grandiose meeting of these useless molvis is merely for their personal entertainment
at the expense of the public’s money which is being squandered to gratiate the bloated nafs of
these characters whose conspicuous activity is
abstention from Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar.
Their expertise is in only compromising the Haqq by striking up haraam alliances with the
people of Baatil. There is no goodness and nothing constructive for the Ummah in this
conference of the wayward molvis who have nothing constructive to do.

Approximately 160 molvis will be descending on Zimbabwe for the merrymaking outing which
will specialize in eating and excreting – jokes, fun and sightseeing. Stupid molvis will be
delivering speeches in western style to impress themselves – to delude themselves into the
deception of having bestowed a great favour to the Ummah with their themes of riya.
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At a time when the Ummah is on fire, suffering and wallowing in squalor, poverty and misery,
these molvis deem it appropriate to squander about a million rand in just airfares so as to bask
in a stupid act of rodomontade acquittal which is devoid of benefit for the Ummah. In fact, these
morons themselves too will not derive any Deeni benefit from their themes of riya.

When millions of Muslim refugees in different parts of the world are starving, these obese molvis
suffer from a satanic conscience, hence their gluttonous ingestion of sumptuous meals just to
excrete the effluvium of waste. They should hang their heads in shame for their callous feelings
and their shaitaani indifference towards the plight of the suffering Ummah. What has happened
to their brains? Their inability to understand the evil of the waste and the futility of their
congregation is the effect of disturbed mental equilibrium. Their thinking is debased and
deranged, hence their hearts are like stone or harder than rock. That is why the heart-rending
plight of the Ummah is so far, very far from their hearts and brains. About these squanderers
who are the brothers of the shayaateen, the Qur’aan Majeed states:

“Then their hearts became hard like stone or even harder, for verily from some stones gush
forth rivers, and some stones split open and water gushes therefrom, and some stones roll from
heights out of fear for Allah.”

“Do not waste, for verily the wasters are the brothers of the devils, and shaitaan unto his Rabb
was ungrateful.”
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From whence did these molvis gain the idea of these wasteful and futile merrymaking meetings
having any Islamic merit? Was this ever the tareeqah of the Salafus Saaliheen or of our
Akaabireen? The only ‘achievement’ for these characters will be to pat themselves on their
backs for their silly themes of riya. Just imagine the ludicrity of molvis labouring for days to
prepare a theme, then squandering money and time to bask in an acquittal signifying nil. This is
not
Amr Bil Ma’roof. It is stupid riya and l
aghw
(nonsense).

What has this futile ‘forum’ of hopeless molvis achieved from the silly conferences they have
been convening since the past few years? Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said that if
the heart is diseased, the whole body is diseased. The Ulama are supposed to be the ‘heart’ of
the Ummah. But this ‘heart’ is rotten, thus the entire Ummah is rotten and trodden on by the
kuffaar who pile on us humiliation upon humiliation. This is the era about which Rasulullah
(Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“The worst of the people under the canopy of the sky will be their ulama from whom will emerge
fitnah, and the fitnah will rebound on them.”
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